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What Will the Bike Shop of The Future Look Like?

“There will be bike shops in the future
– they just won’t be the same as the
bike shop I worked for in 1957 through
1965, or the Total Store business model
that took bike shops out of back alleys
and established them on the high
shopping streets across America and the
rest of the world. “

How many bike shops are there?
A lot of people in and around the American bicycle business have been asking this
question, but we don’t think the answer is as important to the future of the Specialty
Bicycle Retail channel of trade as understanding what the bike shop of the future will
look like and what the sustainable business model or models will be three, five and ten
years from now.
What we are confident about are the trends that underpin our prediction that there will
definitely be bike shops in the future – and we are equally certain that they won’t be the
same as the bike shops several generations of enthusiasts have known, grown up in
and called home for the past 70 to 75 years.
This isn’t a bad thing, it is just an acceptance of the changes that have carried us, and
the rest of the country, including the bicycle business to the reality of where we are
today and that will carry us into the future.
Chart A shows the number of U.S. Bicycle Shop Store Fronts from January 2003 to
January 2013 as published five-years ago based on data from The Bike Shop List.
What this shows is over 5000 bike shop store fronts in 2003 and a steady decline to
just above 4000 in 2013.
The trend line is projected out to 2018 and shows the continued decline in the number
of bike shop store fronts to about 3300 to 3400. However, a “Bike Shop” for purposes
of Chart A is defined as a retail business with a store front that is open 12-months a
year and generates 50-percent or more of its annual revenue from the bicycle business.
This is a narrow definition that does need to be updated, but it does explain the decline
of bike shops within the definition as other business models for a “bike shop” with
different definitions successfully entered the American marketplace.
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Chart A
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Source: The Bike Shop List; NBDA U.S. Bicycle Market
2014 Overview Report.

The ongoing research and analysis being conducted by Christopher Georger, owner
and chief data wizard for Georger Data Services (GDS) and bicycle industry consultant
and writer Rick Vosper have agreed with the industry brands that have maintained that
there are closer to 7,000 to 7,400 “bike shops” in the 50 United States, defined as - the
number of shop locations included on bike brands dealer lists.
We readily acknowledge that this is an appropriate method for defining bike shops. This
definition, in all likely-hood also includes all, or at least the vast-majority, of the narrower
definition of a bike shops employed by The Bike Shop List and used for Chart A. We
would also like to point out that The Bike Shop List is no longer sold or published and
GDS owns the URL www.thebikeshoplist.com.
With all of this said, there is a universe of 7,000 to 7,400 bike shops as defined by
inclusion on one or more bike brand dealer lists, including mobile bike service, and
inclusive of the smaller number of bike shops covered by the narrower definition already
referenced.
It is appropriate to point out that the 7,000 to 7,400 bike shops do not change in any
way the apparent market consumption or sales data contained in the previous sections
of this Report. The statistical reality of the U.S. bicycle market and business remains
the same - only the number of specialty bicycle retail locations is affected.
This takes us to examining the types of specialty bicycle retailers within the defined
population of U.S. bike shops.
Christopher Georger and Rick Vosper have agreed to the GDS method of dividing the
channel bike shops into three categories, or tiers that are essentially defined by the bike
brands carried.
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We have used five types of for-profit specialty bicycle retailers, or bike shops over the
last five years in this series of annual Reports, and in webinars and trade show
seminars. For consistency we will continue to use the five descriptive types that include
the “tiers” employed by GDS and Rick Vosper.
Five types of American bike shops
Our Five Types of American Specialty Bicycle Retailers, or Bike Shops includes MultiStore Chains, Brand Stores, including brand owned and brand concept stores, Specialty
Independents, or Independent Bicycle Dealers, New-Wave, including Mobile and
Online.
Multi-store chain

Erik’s Bikes and Boards is a 20+ store location chain headquartered in Minnesota with
stores in Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa, South Dakota and Kansas. There are at least half a
dozen multi-store chains in the U.S. defined as more than five brick-n-mortar locations
and while an authorized dealer of one of the top four brands, is still independent in that
the ownership is not a bike brand.
The multi-store chain Specialty Bicycle Retail owners know each other and there is
communication and collaboration among some in developing and importing private label
merchandise.
Pedego, one of, if not the top electric bike brand in the U.S. has a multi-store dealer
network of over 100 store fronts in multiple states. For this Report we have included
Pedego stores as a multi-store chain, but this may change as we learn more about the
Pedego dealer network and dealer agreement.
Brand

The four largest specialty bicycle retail brands are Trek, Specialized, Giant and
Cannondale. They each have an estimated 1,400 to 1,100 Authorized Dealer store
fronts, or in the case of Trek, a growing number of company-owned stores.
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Between the four largest specialty bicycle brands it is estimated they collectively own or
have contacted with authorized dealer agreements just over 50-percent of all the
specialty bicycle retailers, or bike shops in the U.S.
Some retailers have contracts with two or more of the “Big-Four.” This includes the
independent Multi-Store Chains, and a large percentage of Brand and Multi-Store
Chains have commerce enabled websites or are Omnichannel retailers, providing 24-7
access to consumers.
Specialty Independent (IBD)

Specialty Independent Bike Shops are the majority of the “other-half” of the brick-nmortar Specialty Bicycle Retailers or Bike Shops in the U.S.
These bike shops do not have contracts with the “Big-Four” but they tend to have
Authorized Dealer Agreements with one or more of the next ten to fifteen brands below
the top four, depending on region of the country.
Some of these bike shops are already offering 24-7 access through Omnichannel
business models, but the NBDA 2017 U.S. Specialty Retail Channel Study and Report
discloses that while 98-percent of all U.S. bike shops have a website, only 59-percent
are currently engaged in ecommerce.
The following table shows U.S. IBDs engaged in ecommerce by annual gross revenue
size. It comes as no surprise that as annual revenue increases so does the percentage
of bike shops engaged in ecommerce, or with some type of Omnichannel business
model.
Table 1
U.S. IBDs Engaged in Ecommerce
Total and by Revenue Size
U.S.
IBDs
Currently Engaged in
Ecommerce

All
IBDs
58.9%

<$300K

$300$499K
32.3%

44.8%

$500$999K
53.6%

$1 Million$1.9 Million
77.5%

$2
Million+
82.5%

Source: NBDA 2017 U.S. Specialty Retail Channel Study and Report

What this table indicates is that for the traditional narrow definition of a “bike shop,”
those below $1 million ($999,000) in annual revenue, are in danger of being overlooked
by consumers expecting 24-7 access and an experiential relationship with a bike shop
when and where they want it.
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However – this table tells only a part of the real story because it is tied to the traditional
narrow definition of a “bike shop.” As a consequence the data leaves out emerging new
wave bike shops.
Online bicycle retailers and direct to consumer business models are also left out, and
the point is we are under-counting and under-surveying a significant and growing
population of new wave “bike shops,” including mobile service “shops” that we suggest
need to be included and not excluded so the bicycle business gets a much more
accurate picture of very important details like – the real percentage of specialty bicycle
retailers engaged in ecommerce!
This, however, doesn’t mean that bike shops that don’t have commerce enabled
websites shouldn’t take action to become Omnichannel in some form that they can
afford as soon as possible…because in addition to demanding 24-7 access, consumers
want the human touch as part of their bicycle lifestyle experience, including the path to
purchase.
New-Wave (including mobile)

New-Wave and what we have been referring to as “Outlier” Bike Shops started to gain
both traction in some markets and acknowledgment as business models that hold the
potential of hanging on to the aging enthusiasts and attracting Gen X and millennials
after the great recession.
Over the last seven to eight years the business model has focused on making the
specialty bicycle retail business consumers “third-place” or as we called it “sticky” by
including beer, wine, coffee, food and a comfortable place to come, remotely work, relax
and feel at home…and get a bicycle serviced or purchase a new bicycle or accessory.
New-Wave bike shops also began to offer “locally-made” bicycles to their customers.
Locally-Made means what it says – an urban or commuter bicycle with locally-made
frame and fork and as much domestic component content as possible, painted and
assembled in the local community (or at least in the U.S.) selling for $2,000 to $4,000.
The Locally-Made business model also totally frees the New-Wave specialty bicycle
retailers from the traditional Authorized Dealer business modal based on a contractual
relationship between the retailer and a bike brand – that also commits or binds the
retailer to the brands retail profit structure.
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Offering a mix of beer, wine, coffee, food and bicycle products and services, and
becoming some form of third place is calculated to deal with a growing problem for
traditional bike shops – a decline of store traffic, referred to as “footfall.” Providing the
motivation for consumers to frequently enter a New-Wave bike shop and spend money
ensures exposure to the bicycle related products and services and allows for the
capture of consumer “opt-in” information and data for retailer outreach and social media
contact.
Mobile service businesses are included in New-Wave and Outlier bike shops because a
growing number are affiliated with bicycle and accessory brands, and more New-Wave
bike shops are adding and offering home and workplace pick-up, delivery and service.
Having commerce enabled websites and being omnichannel retailers, available to
consumer and customers 24-7 is also a common component of New-Wave and Outlier
specialty bicycle retail business models, along with extensive use of social media for
communication maintaining communities of interest.
We estimate that there are currently hundreds of New-Wave and Outlier specialty
bicycle retailers, or bike shops in the U.S., some of which are being counted because
they are listed on one or more brand dealer finders – and some of which that are not
being counted by any methodology because they are selling Locally-Made bicycles in
their regional markets and via their web sites.
Online

Online is the last, but not the least of our five types of American bike shops. Some
Online specialty bicycle retailers have been a presence for decades and others have
been recent entrants to the marketplace, but all fall within the definition of “pure-play”
since the online sales of the other four types of American bike shops is inclusive to their
respective retail types and methodologies.
There is a high probability that an Online specialty bicycle retailer will be listed on a
bicycle brand dealer locator and accordingly counted by CDS in the estimated 7,000 to
7,400 “bike shops” in the U.S.
Canyon was founded in 1985 and adopted its current brand name in 2001 – but an
American consumer, at least officially, could not purchase a D2C Canyon brand bicycle
via the Internet until August of 2017.
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There was a lot of anticipation about Canyon officially entering the U.S. market, but it
appears that even a D2C brand as big as Canyon has created no major disruption to
the Online business in America.
Bulls Bikes is another European based D2C band that was founded in 1997 and
officially entered the U.S. market in 2015. Bulls is of interest because of both its ebike
products and the fact that it is owned by ZEG, the largest bike shop cooperative in the
EU.
Chart B shows U.S. ecommerce vs. total retail sales for 2016, 2017 and 2018. While
this is national data it does give an indication of the dynamics of the U.S. bicycle Online
channel and its pure-play retailers relative to the rest of the business.
Chart B

Source: Internet Retailer; U.S. Department of Commerce

The above Commerce Department data excludes purchases of fuel, automobiles and
food from restaurants. In 2018 ecommerce, or Online retail sales were 14.3-percent of
total retail sales – an increase of 14 percent over 2017 – and this increase in Online
retail sales represented over half of the total U.S. increase in retail sales year-over-year.
The point is Online sales are growing and they are predicted to increase to over 20percent of all U.S. retail sales by 2022-2023. It follows that Online will continue to
increase market share of bicycle business sales, and retailers need to follow brands in
adapting by embracing online and omnichannel strategies going forward.
What will the Bike Shop of the Future Look Like?
While we don’t know for certain, we do know enough from the current trends to paint a
series of pictures of the probabilities of what the bike shop of the future will look like.
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In addition to the New-Wave business model that embraces the Third-Place strategy of
Star-Bucks and Panera that we have already presented, we see more future bike shops
adopting the emerging retail philosophy of Smaller-Is-Better!
This is turn fits right into more New-Wave bike shops of the future building business
models around a Showroom and a Curated Collection of both bicycles and
accessories.
Showroom and Curated Collection

The Showroom in New-Wave retailing, including bike shop retailing, adapts smaller
retail square-footage, which reduces lease / rent and occupancy cost, with a Curated
Collection of both bicycles and accessories that is selected by the retailer as the best
selection and choices for the customers and shoppers frequenting the retail
establishment.
Curated consumption is a fast-growing trend among younger consumers and goes with
Omnichannel retailing that includes a commerce enabled website that allows
consumers 24-7 access to a product selection that the retailer has carefully selected to
provide the best features, function, quality and value to customers.
We see a Showroom and a Curated Collection being ideal for Locally-Made bicycles,
or a line of bicycle products that offers the highest levels of customer service and value
that is exclusive to the New-Wave bike shop in their market area – and allows them to
offer the brand D2C through the retailers website or from the brand.
A Good, Better, Best (GBB) merchandising plan is emerging as very compatible with
the Showroom and / or Curated Collection business models, with $100 to $200 price
spreads between each of the three so that the up-selling features are clear, abundant
and easy for sales associates to enthusiastically present and for consumers to
understand. The same GBB merchandising plan is applicable to a Curated Collection of
accessories, with smaller and more applicable retail price spreads.
A note about the Phillips Rule of Bike Shop Retailing. The business planning
objective is, as the Phillips Rule states: Never, ever sell anything in a bike shop
below the shops cost of doing business!
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3D Printing

There is no question that bicycle service has already become more technical with the
advent of electric bicycles, and the trend going forward indicates even more technical
advancements such as ABS and greater degrees of communication and connectivity
are incorporated into both electric bicycles and human powered only “smart” bicycles.
This will require an evolving service department and the tools and equipment that the
bike shop of the future will need to invest in and the staff training that will be continually
required.
One area that has already changed the service and logistics systems in the aircraft
industry is 3D Printing of service parts.
Today smaller and regional airports no longer stock replacement parts for the variety of
aircraft types that pass through their facilities and when a part is needed they either
have or they download the software required to us their 3D printer to fabricate the part
and get the aircraft on its way in a much shorter time that the old system of ordering and
waiting – or the cost of maintaining the part in stock.
Smaller, more profitable Parts Inventories

If the FAA is certifying 3D printed replacement parts for aircraft it won’t be long before
3D printed parts will be accepted and utilized to speed up service turn-around and
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reduce inventory cost in more businesses and sectors, including both brick-n-mortar
and mobile ebike and bicycle repair.
In Summary
We see the highest probability of success for bike shop business models and plans that
incorporate some or all-of the elements of eight trends, including:


Become a Third Place for customers and shoppers



Smaller-Is-Better to reduce occupancy cost



Showroom retailing



Curated Collections of merchandise



Omnichannel business model



Locally made or locally exclusive brands



Good, Better, Best merchandising



3D Printing of service parts

As concerns the five type of American bike shops going forward:


Multi-Store Chains – being absorbed into Brand stores, unless some can jointogether to form an effective buying group and develop private label brand
merchandise.



Brand stores – more retail locations purchased or rolled-up by brand suppliers
and softening of current 50-percent control of U.S, bike shop locations as larger
brands strengthen Omnichannel business models and smallest of the top four
struggles to maintain position in the market.



Specialty Independent – is the most vulnerable of the types, and this group of
bike shops will see accelerated attrition as New-Wave and Outlier specialty
bicycle retailers expand in the U.S. market.



New-Wave, including mobile – will embrace emerging specialty retail trends and
Micromobility to gain traction and expand to 35-40 percent share of U.S. bike
shop types.



Online – bicycle pure-plays will continue to grow with the internet segment of
overall retail to capture 20-percent of the American bicycle market.
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What makes HPS Different?
We concluded there is a real need for the truth and a clear view of the
future based on the available facts – delivered quickly and in an actionable
way do clients can take the actions that are in their best interests.


We don’t believe in management by hope as a business strategy!

HPS Is Ready To Help Assess Your Needs!


Contact HPS and schedule an Assessment: There is no cost to you and HPS
will follow lup with helpful white papers or a written proposal detailing how you
will benefit from our knowledge and expertise.
Contact:

Brad Hughes
Managing Director
Human Powered Solutions
brad@humanpoweredsolutions.com
1-805-901-9772
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